Meeting held at Mandurah on Thursday, 14 February 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.00pm
Stewards: Mr C Kerr, Mr S Jones, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Gradwell
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 7 POP THE TRUNK (35.2kgs), Race 11 MISS MINI MION (28.1kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Incorrectly drawn: Race 6 LAUGH OUT LOUD (11/2)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 DANDALUP SPRITE, Race 6 WESTDALE BANDIT

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/302 - Maiden - 6:46 PM
(302M): DANDALUP SPRITE began quickly GAZZA MION & FIRE UP ROSCOE began slowly. CLIFTON FLYER
checked off the heels of DANDALUP SPRITE soon after the start. ROMAN BLUE, MOO TEASER & FORBIDDEN
JEWEL collided on the first turn. NACHO LIBRE checked off the heels of ROMAN BLUE and collided with MOO
TEASER on the first turn, NACHO LIBRE & MOO TEASER lost ground. NACHO LIBRE checked off the heels of MOO
TEASER approaching the home turn. GAZZA MION checked off the heels of MOO TEASER approaching the home turn.
MOO TEASER checked off the heels of FIRE UP ROSCOE and collided with NACHO LIBRE on the home turn.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/302 - Novice - 7:02 PM
(302M): NICMAC DANCER began quickly. SPIRIT OF PAT & ALL TEMPTATION began slowly. FREYA MONELLI &
HELLO I'M GISELE collided on the first turn. SPIRIT OF PAT & ALL TEMPTATION collided on the first turn. GOOD
GIRL BRANDI lost ground due to injury on the first turn. HELLO I'M GISELE & ROSEMARY MONELLI collided on the
first turn. GOSSIPING GUESS shifted out and raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.
A post race veterinary examination revealed that GOOD GIRL BRANDI had a right hindleg pectineus /adductor injury
(groin) and has been stood down for 14 days.

Race 3 - Novice/Country/405 - Novice - 7:17 PM
(405M): EDGE CRUSHER & OAKS VALLEY collided soon after the start. ABBY BOY & FLIPMASTER collided soon
after the start. VILLAFLY, VELOCITY MERINKA & EDGE CRUSHER collided soon after the start. FLIPMASTER &
VILLAFLY collided approaching the first turn. FLIPMASTER & EDGE CRUSHER collided on the first turn. VILLAFLY,
VELOCITY MERINKA, OAKS VALLEY & SIMPLY GIFTED collided on the first turn. VELOCITY MERINKA & SIMPLY
GIFTED collided on the first turn. GO GETTEM LUCKY galloped on the heels of FLIPMASTER on the home turn.
FLIPMASTER & GO GETTEM LUCKY collided in the home straight. SIMPLY GIFTED checked off the heels of
VILLAFLY in the home straight.

Race 4 - Grade 4/Country/302 - Grade 4 - 7:37 PM
(302M): IRONBARK LASS, PRIMO BOLT, SIMPLY READY & MOUSE LOMAR began quickly. ROXY'S DOUBLE &
MINOTAUR began slowly. SIMPLY READY & MOUSE LOMAR collided on the first turn. PRIMO BOLT, SIMPLY READY & MOUSE LOMAR collided on the first turn,
SIMPLY READY lost ground. PRIMO BOLT checked off the heels of MOUSE LOMAR on the first turn. ROXY'S
DOUBLE & MINOTAUR collided approaching the home turn.

Race 5 - Grade 5/Country/405 (1) - Grade 5 - 8:00 PM
(405M): NIOBIUM, LISA MONELLI & SWEET AS FATE began quickly. GO GETTEM BELLS began slowly.
UNIVERSAL GAS & JELLY BABY collided soon after the start. NIOBIUM & LISA MONELLI collided soon after the start.
PRECISE LI & GO GETTEM BELLS collided on the first turn. PRECISE LI checked off the heels of GO GETTEM
BELLS on the first turn, PRECISE LI lost ground.
PRECISE LI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.
Race 6 - Grade 5/Country/405 (2) - Grade 5 - 8:15 PM
(405M): SIR BARWOOD began quickly. WESTDALE BANDIT, CANDY SHOP & MISS BONDI collided soon after the start. DEVINE TILLY & VIKING VINCE collided soon after the start. NIGHT CHARM & MISS BONDI collided on the first turn and approaching the home turn. CANDY SHOP & DEVINE TILLY collided on the first turn. WESTDALE BANDIT railed approaching the home turn. MISS BONDI shifted out on the home turn, VIKING VINCE was inconvenienced.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/302 - Free For All (s) - 8:37 PM
(302M): YUNDERUP QUEEN & GO LEVI began quickly. MIDNIGHT RAMA began slowly. POP THE TRUNK & CROCODILE SENOR collided on the first turn. SILVER KEEPING & KAOS BE COOL collided on the first turn. SILVER KEEPING, YUNDERUP QUEEN & GO LEVI collided on the first turn. KAOS BE COOL checked off the heels of YUNDERUP QUEEN on the first turn. KAOS BE COOL & GO LEVI collided approaching the home turn. KAOS BE COOL & YUNDERUP QUEEN collided approaching the home turn. POP THE TRUNK stumbled and tailed off due to injury approaching the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that POP THE TRUNK had a right hindleg tarsal fracture/dislocation (hock) and was humanely euthanised by the On-Track Veterinary Surgeon.

Race 8 - Mixed 5/6/Country/405 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:54 PM
(405M): INCREDIBLE EVIE began quickly. NOTHING TO PROVE began slowly. MY FIRE FABIO, MIDNIGHT GAS & WHIZZING collided soon after the start. NOTHING TO PROVE & MY FIRE FABIO collided soon after the start. NOTHING TO PROVE checked off the heels of MY FIRE FABIO on the first turn. SCARLET'S SECRET & FANTASY KNIGHT collided on the first turn. INCREDIBLE EVIE & MIDNIGHT GAS collided on the first turn. SCARLET'S SECRET & FANTASY KNIGHT collided approaching the home turn and on the home turn.

Race 9 - Grade 5/Country/302 - Grade 5 - 9:16 PM
(302M): NAK FACTOR, BRITZ & INCREDIBLE BEV began quickly. WEST ON REGGIE & NOBELIUM collided soon after the start. IRINKA MOONYEEN & NOBELIUM collided soon after the start. NAK FACTOR, BRITZ & INCREDIBLE BEV collided on the first turn. INCREDIBLE BEV shifted out and raced wide on the home turn.

Race 10 - Grade 6/Country/405 - Grade 6 - 9:41 PM
(405M): LOCHBRAE MOSS began quickly. NAPOLEON BOY began slowly. RUG RAT checked off the heels of LOCHBRAE MOSS soon after the start. RUG RAT checked off the heels of INCREDIBLE DOLL on the first turn. PURE PROJECT checked off the heels of LOCHBRAE MOSS approaching the home turn. INCREDIBLE DOLL checked off the heels of SWEET TREAT approaching the home turn. INCREDIBLE DOLL & NAPOLEON BOY collided in the home straight.

Race 11 - Grade 6/Country/302 - Grade 6 - 10:02 PM
(302M): TESS THE BEST, MISS MINI MION & JUNK YARD DAISY began quickly. LOTTIE DENO & ATHENA MONELLI began slowly. MISS MINI MION & JUNK YARD DAISY collided on the first turn. JUDO & LOTTIE DENO collided on the first turn. MISS MINI MION & SPECIAL HODGE collided on the first turn. TESS THE BEST & SPECIAL HODGE collided approaching the home turn. SPECIAL HODGE checked off the heels of JUNK YARD DAISY on the home turn.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/490 - Grade 6 - 10:22 PM
(490M): ZIPPING MILLY & OLDMATE AMY began quickly. SHE'S ROXZANN began slowly. KOONDOOLA MAN & SURF TORQUE collided soon after the start. SURF TORQUE & SHE'S ROXZANN collided approaching the home turn. GO GETTEM SPICE checked off the heels of KOONDOOLA MAN approaching the home turn. ZIPPING MILLY & OLDMATE AMY collided on the home turn.

FINAL.